Profile Of Success

Madame Tussauds Las Vegas
THE MOST UNIQUE EVENT VENUE ON THE STRIP

3377 S Las Vegas Boulevard
Suite 2001
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
(702) 862-7800

A

one-of-a-kind museum and special events venue, Madame Tussauds Las Vegas hosts more
than 100 celebrities, athletes and entertainers
that are ready to meet their fans. In each of the seven
themed rooms, guests are encouraged to touch, interact with and take pictures of these lifelike figures, which
makes for a fully immersive and interactive experience.
Find today’s A-list celebrities in Club Tussauds, where
visitors can snap some photos for evidence that they
partied like VIPs with the stars, including Leonardo DiCaprio, Britney Spears and Sandra Bullock.
In Sports Zone, fans meet iconic athletes—including
the incomparable Muhammad Ali, UFC champ Chuck
Liddell and Andre Agassi—and go “head to chest”
with the gigantic Shaquille O’Neal as he intimidatingly
blocks the hoop.
Song-and-dance legends from all eras populate the
Music Room. Beyoncé and Rihanna are ready to party
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while Tupac and Michael Jackson want to show their
skills. Also guests can audition for Simon Cowell in an
interactive karaoke experience.
Visit Viva Vegas to meet the legendary personalities
and performers that have shaped Sin City. Find classic
icons like the Rat Pack, Elvis and Liberace and some
contemporary acts performing in Las Vegas today, including Celine Dion, Blue Man Group and Criss Angel.
Everyone’s favorite super heroes are in the new Marvel Super Heroes 4D Experience. Enter to meet iconic
comics characters like Nick Fury and the Hulk; then experience an animated 4D cinema attraction with highimpact special effects that make guests feel immersed
in the action.
Best of all, each room is available for private events,
from dinners and receptions to corporate team-building, brand launches and cocktail parties at very competitive prices. n
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